Places, directions, & buildings (K-1)

GENERAL PLACES
- place
- point
- spot
- here
- there
- where

BOUNDARIES
- corner
- side
- tip
- top
- bottom

DIRECTIONS
- Horizontal: from, to, in
- Vertical: up, down, along

POSITIONS
- Relative:
  - with: far, off
  - by: high, on
  - near: low, over
  - close: behind, above
- General:
  - front
  - middle
  - back

PLACES WE GO
- town
- house
- home
- school
- park
- store
- farm
- barn
- tent
- beach
- pool
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- place's
- places
- placed
- placing

- someplace
- birthplace
- fireplace
- marketplace
- commonplace
- place mat

- replace
- replaced
- replacing
- misplace
- misplaced
- misplacing

- placement
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side

sides
side's
sides'
sided
siding

underside
upside
beside
aside

bedside
outside
outsider
inside
fireside
roadside
hillside
mountainside
riverside
lopsided
one-sided
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school's  
schools'  
schools  
schooled  
schooling

schoolroom  
schoolwork  
schoolbook  
schoolchildren  
schoolteacher  
schoolyard  
school bus  
high school  
middle school  
early childhood school  
after-school

school

preschool
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Sometimes my mama is laughing when she comes home from work…
Some days she has lots of **tips**.
Some days she has only a little.
*(A chair for my mother)*

**tip**

- extra money you give to worker who does a good job (n)
- to push something on its side (v), or for something to fall on its side (v)
- "If we all help, we can **tip** the boat and let the water out," said Willie. "Then we can ride in the boat."
  *(The new boat)*
- the end of something long and thin (n)

Sandra picked up a breadstick and smeared the **tip** in a pat of butter.
*(Close call)*
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So he called for his horse, and rode into York; and passed by the father's house, and saw him sitting by the door... (The fish and the ring)

Eddie had been reading, reading, reading. His whole class had been reading. Ten different books by the author who was coming to visit. (Eddie meets the author)

Each night our family sits by the fire. (Heather's book)

Many Native Americans teach their children by telling them stories and legends. (Native American traditions)
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